This week at theCurrent we went back to some
great destinations we skipped, discovered the
always amazing Azerbaijan, and more!

5 More Places to Travel (That we Overlooked)
We might cover a lot of ground in our Travel Guides, but that doesn't
mean some great destinations don't slip through the cracks! Find 5
amazing places we missed HERE.

Read More

Earth's Extremes
Ever wonder what the lowest point on land was? What about the world's
hottest location? Well if you didn't, too bad we're telling you anyway! Find
the most extreme points on Earth HERE.

Read More

Country of the Week: Azerbaijan
Azerbaijan was our Country of the Week. The Transcaucasian nation has
emerged from the Soviet era with two eyes firmly on the future! But first,
take a trip back and learn all about its amazing history and culture HERE.

Read More

Travel Guide: Azerbaijan
We start our journey in the cosmopolitan city of Baku, one of the great
emerging metropolises in the world. From there we venture out into the
gorgeous
landscape
of this
unforgettable
country. Join our
adventure HERE.

See More

Currency Spotlight: Azerbaijani Manat
With tons of oil wealth, Azerbaijan has charged ahead over the last couple
decades. But how are low oil prices affecting the value of the country's
currency? Find out HERE.

Read More

Headlines
Every week here at theCurrent we bring you the world's biggest business,
currency, and travel stories. This week: SpaceX has problems, Apple
ditches the headphone jack, and more HERE.

Catch Up Here

Rate Tracker
Every Monday we release a special Rate Tracker that breaks down the
CAD over the previous week. Check theCurrent later today for a new
edition, but for now you can enjoy the Rate Tracker for the week ending
September 2 HERE.

See More Here
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It's time to catch our drift:

